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ABSTRACT
Modeling User Relationships in Online Communities of Creators
Berkeley Andrus
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Master of Science
Those who study creativity, especially from a computational perspective, have long
understood the role of social influence in the creative process [3, 9, 17, 24]. This has motivated
many efforts to simulate social mechanics in artificial creative systems [1, 11, 19, 21, 22, 25, 36].
However, these simulations have often replicated generic or assumed human behaviors rather
than specific anthropological data. In this work we take a more focused approach by
quantitatively measuring interactions between creators in online social communities and
replicating observed phenomena in a simulated environment.
The primary contributions of this thesis are 1) defining quantitative metrics for
comparing human and simulated social networks of creators, 2) providing social interaction
data and analysis for several online creative societies including Skratch, FanFiction, and
r/ArtCrit, 3) defining AMACS, a flexible Architecture for Multi-Agent Creative Societies,
and 4) demonstrating how manipulation of AMACS hyperparameters can induce a broad
range desired behaviors, including behavior observed in human communities.
This thesis will enable those who manage and participate in human creative societies,
including administrators of large online communities of creators, to better understand the
behavior of their community members. It will also help those seeking to simulate interactions between creative agents to identify differences between their simulations and human
communities, providing points of inspiration and correction that may improve simulation
efficacy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Social interaction has long been understood to be an essential component of the
creative process [3, 9, 17, 24]. Social interactions help artists in many creative disciplines
by facilitating encouragement, correction, inspiration, and mentorship. An artist’s social
circles provide opportunities to test out new ideas, collaborate, and hone skills. This is true
in disciplines ranging from creative writing to pottery to dance.
The rise of Online Communities of Creators (OCOCs) has given us a new environment
in which to study the role of social interactions between creators [5, 8, 14, 28, 32, 37, 43].
The term OCOC was introduced by Sylvan [37] to describe online social media platforms
“where the core activity is sharing personal creations”. Because artist interactions on OCOCs
are recorded and, in many cases, publicly available, OCOCs provide a wealth of data for
understanding and predicting the social behavior of creators in a large community.
Sylvan lists three core features that distinguish OCOCs from other creativity- or
social-oriented platforms: the ability for users to share creative artifacts, the ability for users
to comment on each other’s published work, and the ability for users to associate artifacts
with the users who created them. Some examples of popular OCOCs include DeviantArt,
WattPad, and Blogger. According to Sylvan’s definition, generic social media sites like
Facebook and Twitter could also be considered OCOCs if we classify tweets and status
updates as ‘personal creations’. Other sites with many qualities of OCOCs are GitHub,
YouTube, and SoundCloud. In this work we focus on more archetypal OCOCs where the
relevant personal creations belong to an acknowledged artistic discipline, where creators seek
feedback in addition to an audience, and where the majority of social interactions center on
the artistic craft of the users. We select three specific OCOCs to analyze: Skratch, FanFiction,
and the r/ArtCrit subreddit.
Past research on the role of social interactions in the creative process of OCOC users
has typically taken one of two approaches. The first approach has been to analyze OCOC user
networks directly and identify quantitative and qualitative trends relevant to specific facets of
creativity [5, 8, 14, 28, 32, 37, 38, 43]. This line of research has enhanced our understanding
of human behavior but has not been directly applied to creator simulation technologies. The
second approach has been to simulate OCOC users in fully automated social environments
[1, 11, 19, 21, 22, 25]. These simulations tend to focus on loose or assumed rules of human
behavior rather than on quantitative data, and while they have the potential to inform our
understanding of human creativity [36] they are often more concerned with improving the
performance of simulated creators. Surprisingly, these approaches have rarely — if ever —
been mixed. Researchers have attempted to observe or simulate OCOC users, but not both.
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In this work we unify these two approaches of measuring and simulating user behavior.
To our knowledge it is the first attempt to quantitatively measure and then simulate the
social behaviors of creators acting in a social network.
This data-driven and focused approach offers several benefits. First, it enables
simulations of creative socialization to inform our understanding of human behavior, a stated
goal of Computational Social Creativity [36]. Second, it offers a framework for comparing
simulated networks to human networks, which in turn can offer insights on how to improve
simulated networks. Third, it is a critical step towards creating hybrid networks in which
humans and automated agents interact either as equal peers or in some other capacity. The
primary contributions of this work are:
• We identify network-level metrics that summarize key facets of social behavior in a
network of creators. These metrics are defined for both human and automated societies,
facilitating comparisons between them.
• We collect data relevant to social interactions on three OCOCs (Skratch, FanFiction,
and r/ArtCrit) and analyze these communities using our identified metrics. We find
some consistent trends between the three communities but also a surprising amount of
variation in how users of those platforms choose to make friends and participate in the
network.
• We introduce the Architecture for Multi-Agent Creative Societies (AMACS)1 , a flexible
and task-agnostic architecture for simulating the social influence agents in an OCOC
have on one another.
• We explore how hyperparameter manipulation changes the behavior of 3 AMACS
instantiations as measured by our defined metrics. We induce a wide range of behaviors,
including those observed in each of the human OCOCs we analyzed.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we discuss related literature
including theoretical work on socialization and creativity, studies of human behavior in
OCOCs, and attempts at simulating human social behavior in artificial creative environments.
Chapter 3 focuses on observing and analyzing OCOCs, and Chapter 4 defines how we simulate
social interactions in an artificial environment. In Chapter 5 we analyze the success of our
simulations by comparing them to human communities. In Chapter 6 we offer final analysis
of this work including insights into its broader impact and possible next steps.

1

The Python implementation of AMACS is available at https://github.com/bandrus5/amacs.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1

Social Interaction and Creativity

Many researchers, both in the field of psychology and in artificial intelligence, have sought
to define and understand the role of social interaction in creativity. Csikszentmihalyi [9],
when addressing the question “Where is creativity?”, argued that creativity cannot exist
exclusively within the mind of a creator or the artifacts they create. Rather, creativity results
from a creator interacting with a field (the set of social institutions relevant to the creative
endeavor) and a domain (the historical cultural knowledge involved in creativity), and so
creativity must be attributed to the interaction rather than the creator alone. He argued
that creativity is impossible without a social context, saying “Without a culturally defined
domain of action in which innovation is possible, the person cannot even get started. And
without a group of peers to evaluate and confirm the adaptiveness of the innovation, it is
impossible to differentiate what is creative from what is simply statistically improbable or
bizarre.”
Boden [3] also considered social factors when defining the processes involved with
creativity. She discussed creativity in terms of a “conceptual space”, which is a community’s
mental model of what is possible and meaningful in some creative medium or genre. She
defined conceptual spaces as being “familiar to (and valued by) a certain social group” rather
than belonging solely to an individual. She also made a distinction between psychological
creativity - ideas that are novel to their creator - and historical creativity - ideas that are
novel to society. Historical creativity has obvious social effects; it can change how an entire
field understands a problem or artistic constraint. Psychological creativity may have less
social impact than historical creativity, but it has the same social origins. In both types
of creativity a creator learns from what they have seen and experienced in the past, which
includes knowledge maintained by a social community. It is this socially held knowledge that
motivates and enables creativity.
Building on Csikszentmihalyi’s and Boden’s theoretical work, Jennings [24] proposed
using socialization as a tool for increasing the independence and autonomy of simulated
artists. He argued that a creative system that is programmed to execute a specific set of
tastes and methods is only as creative as a highly skilled but unimaginative apprentice. He
proposed that agents may gain more freedom from their creators by instead learning from
other automated agents, saying “it is in making sense of and responding to interactions with
other creators that we arrive at a style that is unique to us, yet not so unusual that others
will not take it seriously. Creative autonomy will likewise be argued to emerge out of the
interactions with multiple critics and creators, not from solitary confinement.” He introduced
a formal system to model how agents might learn from and influence one another.
3

Glăveanu [17]’s framework of creativity - the Five A’s - elevated the importance of
socialization in creativity by including audience as a key member of the creative process,
similar to Csikszentmihalyi’s construction. He pointed out that there are many relationships
that can influence a creator, including those with collaborators, supporters, critics, and the
general public. He said “others play a key role in the process of creativity being very often ...
as important as the creator him- or herself.”
2.2

Anthropological Study of Creator Networks

Parallel to the effort to define the social aspects of creativity has been the effort to quantitatively observe them, specifically in online social environments. When Sylvan [37, 38] coined
the term ‘Online Community of Creators’ she also did initial work in analyzing them. She
selected two OCOCs - The Village1 and Skratch2 - and attempted to track how ideas spread
through these online communities. She defined two types of influence: project influence, which
describes a user’s influence exerted through the projects they create, and social influence,
which describes a user’s ability to connect other users with each other. In Sylvan’s work
project influence is measured by the amount of attention a user’s projects receive and social
influence is measured by the user’s betweenness centrality in the social network. She found
that many other user attributes were significantly correlated with these two types of influence,
including how often a user’s projects were featured by site administrators, the number of
projects a user published, how frequently the user logged into the site, and the number of
comments the user wrote. She also concluded that these two types of influence, project and
social, were distinct phenomena and that a single user could possess either type without the
other.
Xu and Bailey [43] also observed human behavior in creative networks. They analyzed
interactions between users in the online photography critique community PhotoSIG3 , with
special emphasis on the role of critique mechanisms in OCOC platforms. They conducted
interviews with individual users and observed network-level quantitative trends surrounding
critique. They found that as users contributed more content (photographs and criticisms)
to the community they became more likely to contribute both photography and criticism
rather than exclusively producing one or the other. They also found a correlation between the
relative influence of a pair of users and the likelihood that they would reciprocate attention
(see §3.2.2). Crain and Bailey [8] also analyzed how users engage with criticism on three art
critique subreddits4 , focusing on the quality of feedback and how it impacted a creator’s
willingness to iterate on published artifacts.
Marlow and Dabbish [28] investigated how OCOC participants gradually become more
skilled at their craft. They analyzed the site Dribble5 by conducting interviews and observing
public behavior. They found trends in how users learn to evaluate their peers using social
signals and how users at different skill levels use feedback mechanics differently. Campbell
and associates [5, 14] also explored how OCOCs allow creators to improve. They framed
1

https://www.clubhousevillage.org/
https://scratch.mit.edu/
3
The PhotoSIG platform is no longer available online.
4
https://reddit.com/r/[design critiques, Logo Critique, logodesign]
5
https://dribbble.com/
2
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their findings with a model they called distributed mentoring, a uniquely online phenomenon
in which a creator is coached asynchronously by a community rather than by an individual.
They studied several fanfiction repositories and highlighted the important ways in which
distributed mentoring differs from traditional dyadic mentor/mentee relationships.
Pace et. al. [32] mapped theories concerning more traditional (i.e. offline) creative
communities to OCOCs. They analyzed the role of leaders, which in the case of OCOCs are
platform administrators, and how leaders of the Etsy community6 choose which members to
promote through their site’s ‘Featured Seller’ mechanic.
2.3

Simulation of Creators

Saunders and Brown [36] use the term ‘Computational Social Creativity’ to describe the
simulation of creators in social environments and say “The goal of [Computational Social
Creativity] is to contribute to the understanding of human creativity as a social phenomenon
using multi-agent computational models, and consequently to contribute more generally to an
understanding of creativity.” Thus simulating socialization between creators has two benifits:
it enables us to draw from human behavior to develop more competant simulated creators,
and it allows us to better understand human creativity.
There have been many attempts to simulate how creators interact in social settings.
One approach has been to model societies in which all agents fill the same role, such as in the
simulated society introduced by Hantula and Linkola in [25] and further developed by the
same authors in [22]. In these works, all agents generate black and white images according to
personal evaluation criteria. Agents also evaluate the tastes of their peers for the purpose of
collaborator selection, which is a primary focus and contribution of the cited works. In this
work we build on Hantula and Linkola’s paradigm for modeling tastes as a point along some
objective attribute spectrum. Our approach to modeling tastes is different from theirs in
three ways: First, our attribute spectrum is multi-dimensional rather than one dimensional.
Second, agents in our architecture each share the same evaluation metrics. Third, agents
weight their tastes, allowing them to focus on or ignore specific artifact attributes.
Another approach to society simulation is to impose distinct roles on different agents.
For example, Gómez de Silva Garza and Gero [11] introduce a network in which agents are
classified as either ‘producers’ (also referred to as designers) or ‘consumers’ (also referred to
as observers or receivers). Producers are only ever capable of creating new artifacts, which in
this case are simple visual designs, and consumers are only ever capable of observing them.
Consumers congregate around the producers they like best and producers learn new strategies
from their most successful peers. Greenfield and Machado [19] use an analogous distinction,
calling their agents ‘artists’ and ‘critics’. They use a vector of attribute scores to represent
each artifact, and use those vectors to compare agent-generated artifacts to human-generated
ones during the artifact evaluation process. In contrast to these two works, the present work
allows all agents to chose whether they will fill the role of artist or critic, and we do not
directly use human-generated artifacts in the artifact evaluation process.
6

https://www.etsy.com/. Note that Pace et. al. consider Etsy to be an OCOC, but we are apprehensive
about the use of that term as Etsy users are more focused on selling creative artifacts than discussing a
creative craft.
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Alnajjar and Hämäläinen [1, 21] also use rigid agent roles, creating a social “network”
that contains only two automated agents: a master and an apprentice. The master uses a
genetic algorithm to generate training data for the apprentice, and it is also responsible for
curating a dataset of human-generated data for the apprentice to learn from. The authors
interpret this second process as the master controlling the apprentice’s access to its peers, a
highly social process.
There are also many examples in which multiple agents work together to generate
a single artifact. In Pérez y Pérez et. al. [44], two agents collaborate to generate a story
based on some shared information and other information that is exclusive to one agent or
the other. Agents in this model take turns acting as the ‘leader’ and the ‘follower’ in the
creative process and adapt to the actions of their partner. In Boyd et. al. [4] many agents
work together in a swarm to create a single artistic artifact. A recently proposed architecture
by Wright and Purver [42] uses a group of ‘codelets’ to generate a natural language narrative.
In all of these works agents are working together to construct a single artifact, not producing
artifacts and sharing finished products with each other, so we do not consider them to be
simulations of creative societies according to our definition.
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Chapter 3
Analyzing Human Communities of Creators
For some applications an anthropological (i.e. strictly human-based) approach to
Computational Social Creativity is not necessary. Indeed, many researchers have found
success by replicating assumed or estimated human behavior with automated agents or by
ignoring human behavior altogether [1, 11, 19, 22, 25, 44]. However, a data-driven and
human centered approach to simulating the social habits of creators offers several advantages,
including enhancing simulations and enhancing the ability for simulations to inform our
understanding of human behavior.
In order to understand the network-level behaviors of humans in Online Communities
of Creators, we collect data from 3 such communities (detailed in §3.1) and analyze them
according to 4 quantitative metrics (defined in §3.2). These metrics describe how human
agents behave in large creative communities and allow us to evaluate the simulated societies
introduced in the Chapter 4.
3.1

Data Collection

We identify and collect data from three online communities of creators: Skratch1 , FanFiction2 ,
and the r/ArtCrit community on Reddit3 . These communities were selected because they are
large, have publicly available data about users and artistic artifacts, include mechanisms for
artistic critique in the form of comments, and represent three distinct creative disciplines
(programming code, creative writing, and visual artwork respectively).
Anonymized copies of the collected OCOC data are available upon request. In
accordance with the privacy policies of Skratch and FanFiction, this anonymized data will
include only the metadata necessary to calculate the social metrics defined in §3.2, not any
user data or the actual content of posted artifacts and comments.
3.1.1

Skratch

Skratch is both a programming language and an online platform for sharing programs written
in that language. It is most popular as a tool for children learning to make games, but it is
also used for creating animations, music, static artwork, and more.
To collect data from Skratch, we use a Selenium-based web scraper to collect several
thousand of the most recent projects published in the ‘Music’ category. For each recent
project we then find the user who created that project and scrape each project published
1

https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://www.fanfiction.net/
3
https://www.reddit.com/r/ArtCrit/
2
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of Skratch.
by the user. For each project we collect the project ID and the list of all users who have
commented on that project.
In total we collect 91,506 projects and 82,952 comments posted by 39,631 users, all
collected during March and April of 2021. Skratch does not make publication dates publicly
available, so it is impossible to know the exact time range the collected data represents.
3.1.2

FanFiction

FanFiction is an online platform for sharing creative stories that are loosely based on existing
media. Launched in 1998, it is one of the oldest OCOCs on the internet and has over 12
million registered users.
Following [29], we scrape FanFiction data using Python-generated HTTP requests
and parse using the BeautifulSoup library. To limit the scope of the data-collection task, we
select 32 of the most popular book ‘canons’ (the original works that FanFiction stories are
based on) and scrape all stories and comments related to those canons, excluding anonymous
comments. The list of canons and number of associated stories are shown in Table 3.1.
In total we collect 189,076 stories and 7,789,744 comments posted by 387,253 users.
All collected stories and comments were published between December 1998 and November
2020.
3.1.3

r/ArtCrit

Reddit is not itself an OCOC because its general focus is not on producing and critiquing
artistic artifacts. However, we feel that the r/ArtCrit subreddit, a community for artists
seeking feedback on their photography and visual artwork, can be accurately characterized as
an OCOC.
We access r/ArtCrit data using Cornell University’s ConvoKit toolkit4 . The r/ArtCrit
dataset provided by ConvoKit includes 14,201 posts and 33,451 comments made by 11,992
4

https://convokit.cornell.edu/documentation/subreddit.html
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Canon
Hunger Games
Warriors
Mortal Instruments
Maximum Ride
Phantom of the Opera
Chronicles of Narnia
Hobbit
Gossip Girl
Outsiders
Vampire Academy
Divergent Trilogy
A Song of Ice and Fire
Song of the Lioness
Janet Evanovich
Inheritance Cycle
Pride and Prejudice

Stories
Canon
29989
Fairy Tales
17319
Gallagher Girls
11994
Artemis Fowl
11666
Sookie Stackhouse
8756
Animorphs
8216
Alex Rider
7976
Vampires
7594
Les Miserables
7226
Sherlock Holmes
6843
Clique
6331
Fifty Shades Trilogy
5505
Silmarillion
5425
Peter Pan
4358
39 Clues
4308
Maze Runner Trilogy
3719
Bible

Stories
3572
3547
3446
3336
3075
2753
2684
2660
2651
2615
2461
2389
1903
1747
1727
1285

Table 3.1: FanFiction canon categories and the number of stories scraped from each.

Figure 3.2: Screenshot of FanFiction.
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of r/ArtCrit.
users between when the community was created in November 2008 and when the ConvoKit
organization collected the data in October 2018. We clean the data by ignoring the following
content:
• Posts or comments made by users who deleted their accounts before the data was
collected, as these could not be attributed to a specific user
• Comments that are not ‘top level comments’, i.e. any comments that respond to other
comments rather than to original posts
• Comments made by the same user who created the post being commented on
3.2

Defining Metrics of Social Interaction

There are many aspects of OCOC user behavior that we might be interested in measuring
quantitatively. If we are interesting in intra-agent behavior we might look at how likely an
agent is to stay active in the network or how frequently they update their profile information.
If we are more interested in inter-agent behavior we could measure the average distance
between users in the network or the frequency with which users send messages to one another.
We can also focus on attributes of the actual artifacts created in the community by measuring
the likelihood that an artifact belongs to a specific category or the similarity between new
and existing artifacts. Finally, we could consider combinations of artifact and user data, such
10

as the likelihood that two users are friends given that they have interacted with the same
artifact.
In this work we choose to focus on network-level metrics that are significant to the
average user’s experience participating in an OCOC, are likely to inform our understanding of
both simulated and human creative societies, and are based on publicly observable information.
We select four network-level metrics that meet these criteria:
• Creator to Agent Ratio
• Reciprocity
• Clustering
• Attention Concentration
While there are many more possible aspects of OCOCs that might be measured (for
example those used in [37, 38, 43]), we hope that the four metrics described will form a
foundation of canonical metrics that may be expanded over time.
3.2.1

Creator to Agent Ratio

The first metric we define for OCOCs is the Creator to Agent Ratio. Previous works have
distinguished between agents which act as ‘artists’ vs. ‘critics’, ‘producers’ vs. ‘consumers’,
or ‘creators’ vs. ‘fans’ [11, 19, 24]. These designations are all analogous, and this work uses
the latter terminology. A creator is defined as any agent that creates and shares its own
original work. All other agents are designated as fans, which contribute to the network
by providing feedback. Feedback takes different forms on different platforms, but for our
purposes it includes any public recognition of the artifact and usually includes mechanics like
comments, likes, and shares.
An alternate taxonomy could divide agents into those which share artifacts, those
which provide feedback, those which do both, and those which do neither. We have chosen
to classify an agent which both creates artifacts and provides feedback as a creator. We
ignore all agents which neither create artifacts nor provide feedback, as these agents have no
observable impact on the community.
|C|
The creator to agent ratio is defined as CAR = |C|+|F
, where C is the set of all
|
creators in the network and F is the set of all fans.
A network’s creator to agent ratio can change the experience of both creators and
fans. For example, a high creator to agent ratio might indicate that creators have plenty of
creative peers to draw inspiration from and fans have an abundance of interesting content to
consume. On the other hand, it may also be a sign that new creators will have a difficult
time growing their own audiences as they will be competing with lots of other creators for
attention.
3.2.2

Reciprocity

The second metric we define for OCOCs is reciprocity, or the tendency for an agent to
reciprocate some generous action. It is a key step in forming relationships both in person
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and online. Many social media platforms encourage reciprocity by prompting users to direct
message, reply to, or view the profiles of users who have interacted with their artifacts.
We define reciprocity as REC = P (A . B | B . A), where A and B are distinct creators
in the network and X . Y denotes that an agent X has provided feedback for an artifact
generated by agent Y at some point in the past.
Reciprocity describes one way in which network agents form relationships with one
another. If agents are inclined to reciprocate positive attention or feedback, then it becomes
much easier for a relationship to form out of a single agent’s desire for a connection rather
than a mutual predisposition to connect. This behavior in turn impacts the overall network
culture. A network with high reciprocity rewards good behavior through reciprocation, which
incentivizes agents to be generous with one another. High reciprocity can come from the
motivation of individual users, the ease of providing feedback, or prompts and encouragement
built into the platform itself.
3.2.3

Clustering

Our third metric, clustering, is the tendency for an agent to be friends with its own friendsof-friends. Highly clustered networks contain cliques and small communities within the larger
network as opposed to containing predominantly one-on-one relationships.
The definition of clustering depends on a definition of ‘friendship’ in the network,
which takes different forms on different platforms. On FanFiction and Skratch, for example,
users can publicly share who their favorite users are. If two users both list each other
as favorites, it would be reasonable to call those users ‘friends’. Reddit, however, has no
analogous mechanism for publicly displaying favorite peers, and many other platforms have
their own mechanics that correspond to friendship. Thus, for the sake of consistency between
networks, we notate that two distinct agents A and B are friends using A  B and say that
A  B ⇐⇒ (A . B) ∩ (B . A), where X . Y denotes that an agent X has provided feedback
for an artifact generated by agent Y at some point in the past. In other words, if two users
have commented on each other’s artifacts at least once each, we call them friends. This
definition of friendship overlaps with the definition we have given for reciprocity, meaning that
clustering and reciprocity are highly related in this work. This is a side effect of our chosen
definition of friendship and not an inherent connection between the concepts of clustering
and reciprocity.
Given a definition of friendship, we define clustering as CLU = P (B  C | A  B, A  C)
for any set of three distinct creators A, B, and C in the network. This is equivalent to the
global clustering coefficient for graphs if we consider each OCOC user as a node and each
friendship as an unweighted, undirected edge.
An alternate approach would be to measure the average local clustering coefficient of
the OCOC; however, the local clustering coefficient is not well defined in cases where nodes
have zero or one neighbors, making this approach ill-suited for our domain. We note that for
all common definitions of graph clustering, the clustering rate of a fully connected network is
100%. This can be counter-intuitive if we interpret clustering as an indicator of the presence
of cliques and friend groups. However, this is not a pressing concern as it is unlikely that any
naturally occurring social network will be anywhere close to fully connected.
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Figure 3.4: Visualization of the Gini Coefficient, used to measure the concentration of
attention within a network of creators. The curved line shows the percentage of all comments
received by the corresponding percentage of artifacts, which are sorted by ascending popularity.
The diagonal line shows a hypothetical society in which all artifacts receive an equal number
of comments. The Gini Coefficient is the area of A divided by the sum of the areas of A
and B times 100. This yields a number between 0 and 100 inclusive, where higher numbers
indicate higher levels of concentration.
A network’s clustering rate can serve as an indicator for how opinions and ideas spread
through a population of agents [6, 23, 27]. To demonstrate, suppose that two agents A and B
are connected, and that every time A adopts a new opinion there is some probability that B
will adopt the same opinion. Now suppose that an agent C is added to the network which is
connected to both A and B, and that C has a small probability of adopting A’s opinions and
an additional probability of passing its own opinions on to B. Now B has a higher probability
of adopting A’s opinions because it can receive them directly from A or indirectly through
C. Tight clusters can cause agents to become more similar to their direct contacts, but they
have also been found to insulate agents and slow the spread of globally popular beliefs [18].
In other words, high amounts of clustering can simultaneously decrease the local diversity
and increase the global diversity of beliefs and opinions.
3.2.4

Attention Concentration

Our final metric, attention concentration, measures how popular the most popular artifacts in
the network are, where popularity is defined as the volume of feedback received. We measure
attention concentration using the Gini coefficient [16], a metric commonly used to describe
the wealth inequality of a population. We refer to [12] for a mathematical definition of the
Gini coefficient, but a basic explanation is provided in Figure 3.4. The Gini Coefficient can
be understood as a real number in the range [0, 100] where 0 indicates that all artifacts
receive an equal amount of feedback and 100 indicates that all feedback is directed at a single
artifact.
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Community

CAR Reciprocity Clustering

AC

Skratch

17.1

1.2

6.3

90.1

FanFiction

23.2

11.0

15.6

76.2

r/ArtCrit

59.6

0.5

1.0

48.9

Table 3.2: Observed behavior in three online communities of creators using four network-level
metrics. Creator to Agent Ratio (CAR) is the percentage of agents who choose to produce new
artifacts, Reciprocity is the likelihood of an agent reciprocating feedback, Clustering is the
likelihood of agents being friends with their friends-of-friends, and Attention Concentration
is a measure of how much attention is given to the most popular artifacts in the network.
Attention concentration can represent a significant pain point for OCOC users. Xu
and Bailey [43] found that over 80% of artifacts on a photography sharing OCOC received
fewer than 4 comments each, despite surveyed users reporting that 4-5 comments was the
minimum number that they considered useful. If most attention is being directed at a small
handful of popular artifacts, it can be difficult for new creators to feel engaged with the
network or get the mentorship they are seeking. On the other hand, many fans are primarily
concerned with finding content that they will enjoy, and high attention concentration can
help them discover artifacts that are popular with other fans. It is plausible that higher
attention concentration is better for fans while lower attention concentration is better for
creators. OCOC administrators are likely concerned with balancing these two competing
concerns by maintaining an attention concentration level that is not too extreme in either
direction.
3.3

Analysis of Human OCOCs

The results of applying these four metrics to the Skratch, FanFiction, and r/ArtCrit communities are found in Table 3.2. We note a few high level trends and some surprising
results.
First, the metrics for all three networks follow a similar shape: attention concentration
is higher than creator to agent ratio (CAR), which is higher than clustering, which is higher
than reciprocity. The only exception is in the r/ArtCrit community, which has as higher
CAR than attention concentration. This indicates a basic level of similarity between these
networks, although we do not want to put too much emphasis on comparing different metrics
with each other.
The fact that clustering is higher than reciprocity for all three networks is somewhat
surprising. It is unclear if this is primarily a social phenomenon (users deliberately reaching
out to their friends-of-friends) or a side effect of users congregating around highly specific
content categories. This latter explanation would account for FanFiction having the highest
clustering rate. FanFiction organizes content using clearly delinieated sub-categories based
on the genres, canons, and maturity ratings of content that fans produce and consume. This
makes congregating around specific types of content easier on FanFiction than it would be
on Skratch and r/ArtCrit, where categories of artifacts are not as concretely separated.
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Skratch has a surprisingly high attention concentration, so high that it might cause
difficulty for new users trying to grow an audience. Further investigation found that this is
not because a few artifacts received lots of attention — to the contrary, the highest number of
comments observed on a single artifact was 43. Instead, Skratch’s high attention concentration
is due to the huge proportion of artifacts (70,299 out of 91,042) that received no comments
at all.
r/ArtCrit has by far the highest CAR out of the three communities. There are many
possible explanations for this, but one likely reason is the way users discover and choose to
join this community. Individuals looking to read fan fiction are likely to be drawn to the
FanFiction platform, even if they aren’t interested in producing new content. Individuals
looking to view interesting artwork, however, are more likely to join other communities before
they find r/ArtCrit, as it is branded as a place for creators to receive feedback rather than
for fans to find the best content.
r/ArtCrit is also distinctive in having much lower reciprocity and clustering than
the others. Its low clustering rate is especially surprising because it is the smallest of the
OCOCs analyzed, and clustering tends to be negatively correlated with network size [34].
r/ArtCrit’s low reciprocity and clustering are likely a result of Reddit’s reduced emphasis
on social mechanics relative to the other two sites. The Skratch and FanFiction platforms
both have user profiles where users can directly or indirectly say more about themselves,
display their latest projects, and advertise their favorite users to interact with, all of which
encourage social relationships. Reddit also has user profiles, but because r/ArtCrit is just
one of many subreddits a user may belong to, user profile information is not guaranteed to
be relevant to r/ArtCrit specifically. Additionally, Reddit does not have a mechanism for
sharing which other users a user interacts with (other than a log of comments made), which
naturally reduces clustering.
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Chapter 4
AMACS: the Architecture for Multi-Agent Creative Societies
In the previous chapter we observed the behavior of humans in Online Communities
of Creators; in this chapter we begin to simulate that behavior. To this end we introduce
AMACS: the Architecture for Multi-Agent Creative Societies. AMACS is a flexible, taskagnostic architecture written in Python that defines how automated creative agents form
relationships with and are influenced by one another. AMACS can be seamlessly applied
to specific creative disciplines by writing functions for evaluating and generating artifacts
within that discipline; AMACS handles the rest. We hope that it will serve as a test bed
and reference point for future researchers who wish to perform experiments in a common
setting. The full AMACS implementation and three example instantiations are available at
https://github.com/bandrus5/amacs.
We define the rules of AMACS in §4.1-4.2, then provide three examples of AMACS
instantiations in §4.3.
4.1

Representing Styles with an Artifact Space

In order to understand the mechanics of AMACS, we first must establish the idea of an
‘Artifact Space’. The artifact space for an AMACS instantiation is a multidimensional space
in which any relevant artifact can be represented as a geometric point. Each dimension of the
space corresponds to some artifact trait that agents care about. For example, in an image
generation domain, dimensions of the artifact space could correspond to the symmetry of an
image, how abstract the depiction is, the darkness of the color scheme, etc. Dimensions can
represent binary distinctions (e.g. whether or not a poem aligns to a 5-7-5 syllabic pattern)
or real value measurements (e.g. the type-token ratio of a short story). They can even be
unbounded (e.g. the length of a song has no upper limit), though in many cases there will
be an inherent upper and lower limit (e.g. the percentage of pixels that are blue cannot fall
outside the range [0, 100]).
Some dimensions of the artifact space are membership dimensions, which describe
whether or not a given artifact is a good member of the artifact class being considered. These
dimensions can be thought of as having a correct answer. The remaining dimensions are
attribute dimensions, which describe attributes of members of an artifact class. In a network
in which agents write song lyrics for a predetermined tune, a membership dimension might
describe how well the lyrics match a prescribed meter, while an attribute dimension might
describe the overall cheerfulness of the words.
In addition to representing the attributes of artifacts, the artifact space can be used
to represent agent tastes. Agent tastes are described as a point within the artifact space,
which allows all agents to share an objective understanding of artifacts while simultaneously
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Figure 4.1: Visualization of an example artifact space. Each dimension of this space represents
a different trait of artifacts that agents care about, and each artifact can be represented
as a point in the space. Agent tastes are also represented by points in the artifact space,
which facilitates geometric evaluations of which artifacts are favored by which agents. This
visualization shows a single agent, two artifacts, and three traits that agents in a poetrygeneration network may be interested in.
maintaining a subjective evaluation of them. In other words, all agents can agree on the
qualities of an artifact while having distinct opinions about that artifact’s value. This
relationship between tastes and artifact attributes is similar to the ideal point model which
has been used to model psychological states generally [7] and in product marketing [26]
and political forecasting [10] specifically. It was also inspired by the system presented
by Hantula and Linkola [22], in which agent tastes are represented by a point on some
evaluative spectrum. We have built on Hantula and Linkola’s paradigm by expanding
their one-dimensional spectrum into a multidimensional space and having all agents share a
common artifact space rather than giving different evaluation spectrums to each agent.
Boden [3] introduced the idea of a conceptual space in her book The Creative Mind.
A conceptual space is the set of rules that enable artists and critics to create, consume, and
reason about creative artifacts. She characterized a simple form of creativity as traversing or
exploring a conceptual space in order to discover new artifacts. We consider the artifact space
described here to be an application of Boden’s conceptual space, albeit a simple one. We also
compare the membership and attribute dimensions of the artifact space to Wiggins’s [41]
formalized rule sets R and T for constraining and traversing a creative conceptual space.
In AMACS, agents and artifacts are constrained in membership dimensions (analogous to
Wiggins’s R) and are free to traverse attribute dimensions (analogous to Wiggins’s T ). One
important difference is that Wiggins’s rule sets are generative and define how agents create
new artifacts. AMACS’s artifact space is descriptive and can only identify where agent tastes
and artifacts are currently located.
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of the scoring suite mechanism. Each artifact is mapped into the
multidimensional artifact space through a series of evaluator functions. Evaluators measure
the artifact traits agents care about, e.g. the symmetry of a painting, the length of a snippet
of code, or a poem’s adherence to an established meter.
Boden also described a more profound form of creativity, in which a creator actually
transforms the the conceptual space and enables new ways of thinking that were not previously
possible. Wiggins characterized this type of creativity as changes to R and T . AMACS does
not currently facilitate this type of transformative creativity, but future work may attempt to
simulate it by allowing agents to ignore membership dimensions of the artifact space under
specific conditions or invent new attribute dimensions and add them to the global artifact
space. This latter approach was described but not implemented by Ventura [39].
The artifact space is defined by a scoring suite, which is a collection of functions
that collectively map artifacts into the artifact space. The scoring suite contains a group of
evaluators, one for each dimension of the artifact space, and it is these evaluators that give
the artifact space meaning. Evaluators are classified as membership evaluators or attribute
evaluators, corresponding to the membership and attribute dimensions of the artifact space.
Given an artifact, the scoring suite returns a vector of scores S ∈ RN , where N is
the number of dimensions in the artifact space and S represents a point in that space. All
evaluators (and by extension the scoring suite) are stateless and deterministic, such that they
will always return the same scores S for a given artifact.
4.2

Network Structure

An AMACS network, similar to previous simulated creative societies [11, 19, 22, 25], is
composed of a pool of agents capable of generating and evaluating artistic artifacts. The
innovations of AMACS involve increased agent autonomy, increased flexibility for the designer,
and explicit ties to the theoretical work done by Boden [3] and Wiggins [41] as described
above.
An AMACS network is composed of a pool of agents which experience any number of
time steps. On each time step, each agent does the following:
1. Generates a new artifact if it currently has enough confidence to do so,
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2. Evaluates a small number of artifacts generated by its peers, and
3. Adapts its tastes in response to what it experienced on the current time step
Each of these processes (generating, evaluating, and adapting), rely on an agent’s
tastes and taste weights represented by vectors T , W ∈ RN , where N is the number of
dimensions in the artifact space. T represents an agent’s opinion about which point in the
artifact space corresponds to the most valuable artifacts, making it analogous to Hantula and
Linkola’s aesthetic goals [22], as well as the ideal point in the ideal point model. W serves
to scale the artifact space and allows the agent to set relative weightings for each attribute
dimension. W is also used to model an agent’s confidence in its own tastes.
4.2.1

Generating Artifacts

An agent generating an artifact in AMACS is analogous to a human OCOC user publishing
an original creation. Just as with humans, agents in AMACS choose on each time step
whether they want to generate new artifacts or prefer only to evaluate the creations of others.
We model this decision using the agent’s vector W . Each element of W represents an agent’s
confidence in a specific dimension
of the attribute space, and we say that an agent’s overall
PN
artistic confidence con = i=1 Wi . If con is above a threshold the agent becomes a creator
and generates an artifact on that time step. If con is below a different threshold the agent
becomes a fan and does not generate an artifact. If con is between the creator and fan
thresholds, the agent generates a new artifact only if it did so on the previous time step.
Once an agent has decided to generate an artifact on the current time step, the actual
generation process will depend on the creative discipline AMACS has been instantiated for.
In our experiments we use relatively simple genetic algorithms for artifact generation. In
other applications it may be appropriate to generate artifacts using decision search trees,
gradient descent, or procedural generation methods. The only requirement for the generative
process is that the majority of generated artifacts should align well with the creator’s current
T and W .
Once an artifact is created, it becomes publicly available for any other agent to
evaluate on the current time step or any future time steps.
4.2.2

Evaluating Artifacts

Once all agents have had an opportunity to generate artifacts, they each evaluate artifacts
created by their peers. Current creators evaluate one artifact per time step, while current
fans evaluate three.
The first step for an AMACS agent evaluating artifacts is to select which artifacts
it will evaluate. This is analogous to a human OCOC user browsing through a ‘Browse’ or
‘Explore’ page and selecting which artifacts to engage with. Like a human user, the AMACS
agent receives a list of recommendations based on its current tastes and taste weights, as well
as the network-level popularity of the artifacts and their creators. The agent scores these
recommendations based on the order in which they were recommended and any direct or
indirect connections the evaluating agent has to the artifact’s creator. It then samples from
the recommended artifacts based on the assigned scores and evaluates the sampled artifacts.
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To evaluate an artifact A, an agent uses its own taste and taste weight vectors T
and W and the artifact’s score vector S, which is assigned by the scoring suite as described
above. Given T , W , and S, an agent calculates the value of the artifact A as
value(A) = −

N
X

|Si − Ti | × Wi

(4.1)

i=1

Note that all value measurements are non-positive and that higher scores indicate
more valuable artifacts. This evaluation function is equivalent to the negative of a weighted
Manhattan Distance between the agent’s tastes and the artifact’s scores. This approach to
artifact evaluation is similar to the multiobjective fitness function paradigm which has been
used for music composition [15, 31], environmental design [2], image generation [20], and
other evolutionary problems. To our knowledge this is the first work to use a multiobjective
fitness function where tastes and weights are selected and tuned by an automated agent
rather than a human designer.
The evaluating agent then has an opportunity to post publicly observable feedback
about the artifact, an essential mechanism for any OCOC. AMACS allows for several types
of feedback. The simplest form, which we use in these experiments, is analogous to the ‘Like’
button found on many OCOCs. If an agent’s initial evaluation of an artifact falls above
some threshold, the agent gives the artifact a publicly observable ‘Like’ and the evaluation is
classified as favorable. Otherwise, no public feedback is recorded. This could be expanded to
include a ‘Dislike’ mechanic, which would give the agent two publicly observable response
options and an unobservable third option of giving no feedback. A more ambitious feedback
system could allow an agent to leave a comment on the artifact with details about what
it liked or didn’t like. Agents could also provide feedback on an artifact by editing it to
something the evaluating agent likes better and sharing the ‘enhanced’ version of the artifact
with the original creator.
4.2.3

Self Adaptation

At the end of each time step each agent changes its tastes and taste weights in response to
its experiences on that time step.
First, each agent calculates a fulfillment score f for each dimension i of its tastes.
This score is calculated as fi = lr + lgi , where lr is the total number of favorable reviews (or
‘Likes’) the agent received during the current time step and lgi is the number of favorable
reviews the agent gave based on dimension i1 . The result is that fulfillment goes up when an
agent receives a positive review or when it finds artifacts that align with its current tastes.
1

Specifically, lgi is the number of artifacts the agent evaluated on the current time step which meet two criteria: 1) the agent gave a favorable review to the artifact and 2) |Si − Ti |×Wi ×N < |favorable review threshold |
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The agent then updates W based on its fulfillment. Let F ∈ RN be a vector containing
each fulfillment score fi . For each attribute dimension i of the artifact space, the agent
updates the weight Wi using Equation 4.2:


if Fi ≤ 1
Wi × 0.8,
Wi ← min(Wi × 1.3, 1.0), if Fi ≥ 3
(4.2)


Wi ,
otherwise
These changes to W simulate an agent becoming more or less confident in its own
tastes as it receives positive or negative reinforcement from its peers. The exact numbers
used were manually chosen to produce changes that were noticeable but fairly stable for the
majority of agents.
Every time the attribute dimensions of W are changed, the membership dimensions
are scaled accordingly. For each membership dimension j of the attribute space, Wj is
updated using Equation 4.3:
a

1 X
Wj ←
W Ai
m i=1

(4.3)

where m is the number of membership dimensions, a is the number of attribute
dimensions, and WA is the portion of W corresponding to the attribute dimensions. This
step prevents agents from learning to ignore the membership dimensions of the attribute
space.
Once W has been updated, the agent probabilistically adjusts T based on W and O,
where O is the mean of the score vectors associated with all artifacts the agent evaluated
during the current time step. For each attribute dimension i, the agent changes Ti with
probability pi , where pi decreases non-linearly as Wi increases (i.e. the agent is more likely
to change its tastes if the corresponding taste weight is low). If it does choose to update
Ti , it does so by probabilistically moving it towards (or occasionally away from) Oi . This is
accomplished with Equation 4.4:
Ti ← Ti + N (0.4 ∗ (Oi − Ti ), 0.07)

(4.4)

where N (µ, σ 2 ) is a random sample from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of µ
and variance of σ 2 . The magnitude of this update is halved if the agent is currently a creator,
simulating that those who are actively creating artifacts have more rigid tastes than those
who merely evaluate. The exact numbers used in Equation 4.4 were manually chosen to
ensure that agents typically move tastes to be closer aligned with recently observed artifacts,
but each has a small chance of moving away from what it has seen.
This adaptation process is distinct from the methods used in similar experiments of
which we are aware. [11] also uses fulfillment based on peer feedback to determine when to
change its generation practices. However, adoption in that framework happens as unsuccessful
producers integrate knowledge directly from the most successful producer and unsatisfied
consumers adopt knowledge directly from the most enthusiastic consumer. In AMACS,
creators can influence fans and vice versa, changes are not based on any single peer, and
changes happen to the taste vector rather than to the actual mechanics of generation. In [22]
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agents become more likely to change their tastes based on three criteria: how long it has been
since they last changed their tastes, how much positive reinforcement they receive with their
current tastes, and how similar their tastes are to the tastes of their peers. The principle
differences between their adaptation mechanic and ours is that our agents are inclined to
move towards their peers rather than away from them, which we believe better models human
behavior, and our agents can change each dimension of their tastes independently.
4.2.4

Customizing AMACS via Hyperparameters

Because AMACS is designed to simulate human societies, we want to be able to induce a wide
range of social behaviors within AMACS networks to reflect the behavior of diverse human
societies. In order to increase the flexibility and customizability of AMACS, we create 11
hyperparameters that influence various aspects of the network. Each hyperparameter loosely
corresponds to design decisions that OCOC platform administrators control, which makes
them useful for tuning AMACS networks to resemble specific OCOCs. We will demonstrate
how this can be done in Chapter 5.
The 11 hyperparameters used in AMACS are:
• Agent Taste, which represents how personalized a user’s “Browse” or “Explore” page
is. High values mean that artifacts are recommended based on a user’s specific tastes
and requests rather than global statistics. In a human OCOC this is almost entirely
within an administrator’s control (aside from the technical constraints involved in
inferring user tastes).
• Creator Familiarity, which represents how much a user prefers to review artifacts
created by other users they’ve interacted with in the past, regardless of whether those
interactions were positive, neutral, or negative. In a human OCOC this can be influenced
through the UI, such as by reminding users that they have interacted with another user
in the past. Creator Favorability is similar, but it includes only positive interactions.
• Gratitude, which represents a user A’s desire to review an artifact created by user B
because B gave A a positive review in the past. Note that this is highly related to the
concept of Reciprocity introduced in the previous chapter, but in AMACS Gratitude
only becomes Reciprocity when the reciprocated review ends up being positive. We
observed that extreme gratitude can sometimes motivate AMACS agents to review many
artifacts that they don’t enjoy, which in rare cases can actually decrease Reciprocity.
Gratitude is largely motivated by the individual user, but OCOC administrators can
encourage Gratitude through the platform UI.
• Mutual Contact, which represents a user’s preference to review artifacts created by
other users with whom they share a mutual contact. In a human OCOC this can be
influenced through the UI, such as by drawing attention to mutual contacts on a user’s
profile. Mutual Friend is similar, but it includes only contacts with whom most
interactions have been positive.
• New Artifact, which represents how much the OCOC platform emphasizes recently
created artifacts on its “Browse” or “Explore” page. This is entirely within an OCOC
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administrator’s control. Popular Artifact is similar, but it emphasizes artifacts that
have received a lot of positive attention rather than artifacts that are new.
• New Creator, which represents how much the OCOC platform emphasizes artifacts
created by users who have not produced many artifacts. This is entirely within an
OCOC administrator’s control. Popular Creator is similar, but it emphasizes artifacts
created by users who have received a lot of positive attention in the past.
• Recommender Ranking, which represents a user’s willlingness to evaluate the first
artifacts that are recommended to them as opposed to taking time to scroll through
many options before selecting an artifact to evaluate. This hyperparameter is perhaps
the hardest for OCOC administrators to control, but they can exert some influence
by emphasizing the most highly recommended artifacts or by changing the number of
artifacts a user can browse at a time.
4.3

AMACS Instantiations

In order to demonstrate the diversity of tasks to which AMACS can be applied, we present
three realized instantiations of AMACS, each designed for a different creative task. In order
to create additional instantiations of AMACS, a designer need only create a scoring suite and
define how an agent creates new artifacts. All other AMACS functionality is task-agnostic
and can be inherited from the provided Python architecture. The examples provided in this
section are relatively simple, allowing us to focus on the social mechanics of AMACS rather
than the generation and evaluation details that will vary from application to application.
AMACS is equally capable of modeling interactions between creative agents with more
sophisticated processes than those described here.
4.3.1

AMACS for Image Generation

In this AMACS instantiation agents generate 16x16 grayscale images such as those shown in
Figure 4.3. The scoring suite includes two membership evaluators that define which images
are ‘good’ for all agents. The first membership evaluator looks for symmetry — the left half
of the image should resemble a mirror of the right half. The second membership evaluator
looks for a small cross pattern in any of the four corners. These specific constraints are
arbitrary and were chosen only to demonstrate the idea of some universal standard amongst
agents.
The scoring suite also includes two attribute evaluators, which define the dimensions
along which agents can choose their own tastes. The first attribute evaluator measures
the overall brightness of the image, which is calculated as the average value over all pixels.
The second attribute evaluator measures the average contrast between columns, which is
calculated by finding the average brightness for each column of pixels and determining the
average distance in brightness between any column and its neighbors.
Image generation is accomplished using a genetic algorithm. Details for the genetic
algorithm used are in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Examples of images generated by AMACS agents tasked with generating 16x16
grayscale images. All agents prefer images that are symmetrical and include a cross shape in
any of the four corners. Each agent chooses their desired brightness level and their desired
level of contrast between pixel columns as shown in the examples above.

Population Size
Initialization Method
Population Turnover
Generations
Selection of Parents

60
Random values between 0 and 255 for each of 256 pixels
20
300
Randomly sample from softmax of fitness scores with
temperature of 0.02
Combination Method Uniform Crossover
Mutation Method
Each pixel is translated by a random integer in the range
[-8, 8]. Two rows or two columns are swapped with a
probability of 40%.
Table 4.1: Details of genetic algorithm used to generate 16x16 grayscale images.
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Figure 4.4: Examples of academic titles generated by AMACS agents. All agents use the
same standards of ‘plausibility’ based on a neural classifier and length/repetition constraints.
Each agent chooses whether to create titles for computer science, medicine, humanities, or
any combination of the three. We have bolded portions of titles that appear to align with
computer science (red), medicine (green), or humanities (blue).
4.3.2

AMACS for Title Generation

In this AMACS instantiation agents generate plausible titles for academic articles as shown
in Figure 4.4. The scoring suite includes two membership evaluators that determine which
titles are ‘plausible’. The first is a neural network trained on a binary classification task.
It was trained on a dataset of 46,198 examples, half negative and half positive as shown
in Table 4.2. The network has a vocabulary size of 400,000 and an embedding layer that
produces 300-dimensional token representations which are initialized with pretrained GloVE
embeddings [33]. It uses a single LSTM layer with a hidden size of 350, followed by a dropout
layer (p=0.7) and a fully connected layer.
The second membership evaluator is a set of hand-coded rules designed to detect
failure modes of the first membership evaluator. Generated titles are penalized by this
evaluator if they 1) include consecutive repetitions of tokens, 2) include non-consecutive
repetitions of tokens that are not normally repeated in human-written titles, or 3) include
fewer than 5 tokens or more than 18 tokens.
The scoring suite also has three attribute evaluators. Each attribute evaluator is a
neural network trained to detect whether a title belongs to one of three subclasses: Computer
Science articles, Medicine articles, and Humanities articles. These networks have the same
architecture as the first membership evaluator, except they use two LSTM layers with a
hidden layer size of 400. We train the networks separately (though on overlapping data) so
that a single title could theoretically score high on all three classifiers, although it is easier to
earn a high score on just one. This pattern of including subclass membership in the scoring
suite would generalize well to many possible AMACS instantiations. Elgammal et. al. [13]
demonstrated the power of considering subclass membership with their Creative Adversarial
Network architecture.
The data used to train the neural evaluators was scraped from arXiv and a number of
humanities and medical journals. The complete list of data sources is found in Appendix A.
Title generation is accomplished using a genetic algorithm. Details for the genetic
algorithm used are in Table 4.3.
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Source
Human-CS

Share Label
1/6
POS

Human-Hu

1/6

POS

Human-Me

1/6

POS

Random

1/2

NEG

Mutated

1/2

NEG

Details
Human-written titles to computer science articles scraped
from arXiv (see Appendix A for details).
Human-written titles to articles scraped from humanities
journals (see Appendix A for details).
Human-written titles to articles collected from medical
journals (see Appendix A for details).
Randomly generated titles. Each title has between 5
and 18 tokens (sampled uniformly) and each token is
sampled from the vocabulary distribution observed in
the collection of human-written titles.
Randomly mutated copies of human-written titles. Each
human-written title was mutated 5 times, where each
mutation consists of randomly inserting, removing, or
swapping one token.

Table 4.2: Details of training data used to train a neural classifier to determine the plausibility
of article titles. The training dataset consisted of a total of 46,198 examples, derived from
the sources shown in the table.

Population Size
Initialization Method

60
Actual titles to published academic articles randomly
selected from a pool of 18,500
Population Turnover 20
Generations
50
Selection of Parents
Randomly sample from softmax of fitness scores with
temperature of 1
Combination Method Single Point Crossover. Because titles may contain an
arbitrary number of tokens, in this version of single point
crossover a random number of tokens from the beginning
of one parent are concatenated with a random number
of tokens from the end of a different parent to create
the first child, and a second child is composed of the
remaining tokens.
Mutation Method
If the artifact contains 4 or fewer tokens, a random token
is added in a random location. Otherwise, there is an
equal chance of adding, removing, or swapping a random
token in a random position. This process is repeated 5
times.
Table 4.3: Details of genetic algorithm used to generate plausible titles of academic articls.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: Visualizations of the situation for which AMACS agents generate policy tables.
Subfigure (a) shows a 4x4 world with blue and red trash scattered around it. Subfigures
(b)-(d) show paths taken by simulated robots attempting to pick up trash using the policies
generated by the AMACS agents. The agent that generated the policy depicted in subfigure
(b) prioritized red trash over blue trash, while the agent that generated the policy in subfigure
(c) prioritized blue trash over red trash. The agent that generated the policy in subfigure (d)
valued collecting both red and blue trash. We refer to [30, p. 130–142] for an explanation of
some of the surprising and complex behavior that can arise in this type of problem.
4.3.3

AMACS for Policy Generation

Agents in this AMACS instantiation are trying to solve an adaptation of a problem posed
by Mitchell in her book Complexity: A Guided Tour [30, p. 130–142]. In our version of
Mitchell’s problem, a simulated robot lives in a 4 x 4 grid with blue and red trash scattered
throughout. The robot can observe its current cell and the cells directly to its North, South,
East, and West. It knows whether each observed cell contains a wall, red trash, blue trash,
or nothing. The robot uses the observed information and a policy look-up table to determine
whether to move in any of the cardinal directions or to attempt to pick up trash in its current
location. After taking 50 actions, the robot receives scores based on the percentage of red and
blue trash it retrieved and how many times it ran into walls. Figure 4.5 has visualizations of
robot behavior based on different policies.
The task for the AMACS agents is to generate the policy that the simulated robot will
follow. Each policy is represented by a 1024 character string, where each index represents a
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Population Size
Initialization Method

50
Initial population is warm started with 24 policies generated by other agents with various tastes, each with
100 elements randomly replaced to introduce noise. The
remainder of the initial population is randomly initiated.
Population Turnover 26
Generations
40
Selection of Parents
Randomly sample from softmax of fitness scores with
temperature of 0.5
Combination Method Single-Point Crossover
Mutation Method
15 elements of the policy table are replaced with random
actions.
Table 4.4: Details of genetic algorithm used to generate policy tables for simulated robots.
possible observed state2 . Each character in the string corresponds to one of the five possible
robot actions - moving in one of the four cardinal directions or picking up trash in the current
cell. Mitchell [30] argues that, when used in context, the string constitutes an algorithm
because it determines how the robot will behave.
The scoring suite for this network executes the each policy in 10 randomly generated
worlds, using the same worlds for each policy to maintain consistency throughout the network.
It returns a score with three dimensions. The first dimension represents the number of times
the robot ran into walls, which all agents want to minimize. The other two dimensions
represent the percentage of red and blue trash the robot retrieved from each world, and
agents choose their desired percentage of trash to retrieve. Because it is much easier to
generate a policy where few pieces of trash are retrieved than a policy where many pieces of
trash are, agents have an incentive to lower their tastes in these two dimensions. One might
expect that given this incentive all agent tastes in these dimensions would tend towards zero,
but empirically we observed that they usually stay in a more moderate range due to social
pressure and other factors.
Agents generate policies using a genetic algorithm. Details for the genetic algorithm
used are in Table 4.4. We also implemented a Monte Carlo Tree Search approach to policy
generation, but found that it was slower and caused agents to be less satisfied with their own
artifacts.

2

The robot can observe five cells at a time (the cell it is in and 4 adjacent cells) and each cell has one of
four states (it contains a wall, blue trash, red trash, or nothing). This gives 54 possible robot states, or 1024.
Not all states are actually possible, such as walls being in all four adjacent cells, but we include them in the
policy for simplicity.
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Chapter 5
Demonstrating the Flexibility and Applicability of AMACS
In Chapter 3 we analyzed human online communities of creators (OCOCs), and
in Chapter 4 we introduced an architecture for simulating them. Now we are ready to
quantitatively compare our simulated societies to human societies, a core contribution of this
work.
Specifically, our aim in this chapter is to manipulate the 11 AMACS hyperparameters
introduced in §4.2.4 to discover the range of possible AMACS behaviors and the conditions
under which AMACS resembles human OCOCs according to our defined social metrics. The
11 hyperparameters and the social metrics are summarized in Tables 5.1-5.3 for reference.
In §5.1 we describe how we manipulate hyperparameters to measure AMACS’s flexibility as a modeling tool. In §5.2 we analyze the range of observed behaviors, including
comparing AMACS behavior to human OCOCs. In §5.3 we take a closer look at which
hyperparameters are affecting which metrics and what that might mean for human OCOC
platform administrators.
5.1

Collecting AMACS Data

We measure the range of possible AMACS behavior by running several thousand simulations
using the three instantiated AMACS networks from §4.3 and recording the resulting networklevel metrics.
In the first set of simulations, which we refer to as Single Parameter Modulation
(SPM), we analyze the impact of each hyperparameter in isolation. This shows us what
changes can be induced in the most stable possible setting. We define a set of hyperparameter
values V = {-20, -10, -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 10, 20, 30, 40}. Our purpose in selecting
these specific values is to measure what happens when we go far below, slightly below, slightly
above, and far above a default value of 1.0. We refer to the set of all hyperparameters as
P . For each hyperparameter p ∈ P and each hyperparameter value v ∈ V , we produce a
combination c of network inputs where p is set to v and all other hyperparameters −p are set
to 1.0. For each generated combination c, we run each of the three AMACS instantiations 4
times for 30 time steps each, after which we record the four resultant network-level metrics.
In total this requires 1,584 network runs.
In the second set of simulations, which we refer to as Total Parameter Modulation
(TPM), we analyze the impact of changing each hyperparameter simultaneously. We split V
into two subsets, VS = {-1.0, 0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} and VL = {-20, -10, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40},
where S and L stand for “small” and “large” and refer to the magnitudes of the included
values. For each subset of values, we generate 700 random combinations of hyperparameter
values in which each value is used 100 times for each hyperparameter. The purpose of
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Name
Creator Familiarity

Description
Agent preference to engage with artifacts generated by familiar
creators (measured by the number of times the agent has
reviewed works by that creator in the past).
Creator Favorability
Agent preference to engage with artifacts generated by creators
the agent has enjoyed in the past (measured the same as creator
familiarity, except only positive reviews are counted).
Gratitude
Agent preference to review works generated by creators who
have given the agent favorable reviews in the past.
Mutual Contact
Agent preference to review works generated by creators with
strong mutual contacts (agents who have had many interactions with both the evaluating agent and the artifact creator).
Mutual Friend
Agent preference to review works generated by creators with
strong mutual friends (agents who have had many positive
interactions with both the evaluating agent and the artifact
creator).
Recommender Rank- Agent adherence to the artifact recommender’s rankings. High
ing
values cause the agent to accept the first few artifacts that are
recommended, while low values encourage more exploration.
Table 5.1: Agent hyperparameters. These hyperparameters are decision making weights used
to decide which artifacts an agent will choose to engage with and possibly leave a positive
review for given a list of recommendations.

Name
Agent Taste
New Artifact
New Creator
Popular Artifact
Popular Creator

Description
Recommender’s preference to adhere to agent’s personal tastes
rather than global statistics.
Recommender’s preference for artifacts generated in the most
recent network time steps.
Recommender’s preference for artifacts generated by creators
who have generated few artifacts in the past.
Recommender’s preference for globally popular artifacts (measured by the number of favorable reviews received).
Recommender’s preference for artifacts generated by popular creators (measured by the number of favorable reviews
received).

Table 5.2: Artifact Recommender hyperparameters. These hyperparameters are decision
making weights used to decide which artifacts will be recommended to a querying agent.
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Name
Creator to Agent Ratio

Description
The percentage of network agents that have ever generated an
artifact.
Reciprocity
The likelihood that an agent A has given a positive review to
an artifact produced by agent B given that agent B has done
the same for agent A.
Clustering
The likelihood of agents A and B being friends given that they
are both friends with a common agent C.
Attention Concentration The degree to which attention in the network is concentrated
on a few artifacts. A score of 100 means that all attention
is given to a single artifact and a score of 0 means that all
artifacts receive the same amount of attention.
Table 5.3: Network-level metrics that we observe in AMACS instantiations for the purpose of
understanding hyperparameter effects and comparing AMACS behavior to human OCOCs.
splitting V into two subsets for TPM is to avoid situations in which large value changes in
one hyperparameter drown out small value changes in other hyperparameters, i.e. we first
modulate all hyperparameters on a small scale and then again on a large scale. We run each
combination of hyperparameters for 30 generations each on all 3 AMACS instantiations. In
total this involves 4,200 network runs.
Between SPM and TPM we perform a total of 5,784 network runs. Collectively these
give us a broad understanding of the types of behavior AMACS is capable of modeling.
5.2

Range of AMACS Behavior

Figure 5.1 shows the full range of metric values observed in all AMACS runs. We can see that
AMACS is remarkably flexible with respect to observed Reciprocity and Clustering values;
AMACS has produced the full range of possible values, and the spread is wide enough that
no possible value can be classified as an outlier. AMACS also exhibits a fairly wide Attention
Concentration spread, with values ranging from 3.6 to 86.5 including outliers. AMACS
appears to be the least flexible in its Creator to Agent Ratio (CAR). The vast majority of
AMACS runs had CARs less than 20, and even the highest magnitude outlier is only 55.5.
This is lower than the r/ArtCrit CAR, meaning that some human behavior lies outside the
range AMACS can produce, at least with the instantiations and hyperparameters tested here.
Future efforts to model a wider spread of CAR behaviors may include lowering the thresholds
for when agents choose to be creators or otherwise changing the creation decision rules.
In order to validate AMACS’s relevance as a tool for modeling human behavior, we
compare AMACS runs to the three OCOCs analyzed in Chapter 3. For each OCOC and each
network instantiation we find the AMACS run which was the most similar to the OCOC in
each individual metric and which was the most similar over all four metrics (measured with
Euclidean distance). These results are visualized in Figures 5.2-5.4. We see that AMACS does
fairly well at replicating the behavior of the Skratch and FanFiction communities, including
nearly matching Skratch’s remarkably high Attention Concentration. It is less successful
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Figure 5.1: Full range of behavior observed in AMACS over 5,784 network runs. Boxes cover
Q1 through Q3 and whiskers are plotted at Q1 − (1.5 × IQR) and Q3 + (1.5 × IQR), where
IQR = Q3 − Q1. We see that AMACS is capable of modeling the full range of possible
Reciprocity and Clustering behaviors. Attention Concentration values cover a fair range,
spanning from 3.6 to 86.5. Creator to Agent Ratio is more limited, covering from 2.0 to 55.5.

Figure 5.2: AMACS success at reproducing behavior of the Skratch community. For each of
our four defined metrics we mark the AMACS run that was best at replicating that metric
(marked with solid bars) and best at replicating all four metrics (measured with Euclidian
distance, marked with faded bars). We see that overall all three AMACS instantiations did
fairly well at replicating Skratch behavior, although no run quite achieved the incredibly high
Attention Concentration found in the Skratch community.
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Figure 5.3: AMACS success at reproducing behavior of the FanFiction community. For each
of our four defined metrics we mark the AMACS run that was best at replicating that metric
(marked with solid bars) and best at replicating all four metrics (measured with Euclidian
distance, marked with faded bars). We see that overall all three AMACS instantiations did
well at replicating FanFiction behavior.

Figure 5.4: AMACS success at reproducing behavior of the r/ArtCrit community. For each
of our four defined metrics we mark the AMACS run that was best at replicating that metric
(marked with solid bars) and best at replicating all four metrics (measured with Euclidian
distance, marked with faded bars). We see that all three AMACS instantiations succesfully
replicated the r/ArtCrit Clustering and Attention Concentration values but struggled to
accurately replicate Creator to Agent Ratio. r/ArtCrit had a much higher CAR rating than
the other two human networks.
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Figure 5.5: Average AMACS metric variance after each simulation time step. Metric variance
is measured as the standard deviation of metric values over all 5,784 network runs. One might
expect variance to increase over time as small differences between networks compound from
time step to time step, but we found that all metrics appear to plateau within 20 time steps.
at replicating r/ArtCrit’s behavior, particularly in the CAR metric which, as noted earlier,
is where AMACS is currently the least adaptable. AMACS is largely able to replicate the
behavior of these three OCOCs, indicating that it will likely be successful at modeling many
other human creator networks.
One might expect that running AMACS for additional time steps or with wider
hyperparameter value modulation would cause larger variance in the resulting network
metrics, making AMACS even more flexible. However, closer analysis shows that this is not
the case. Figure 5.5 shows the relationship between the number of time steps in a simulation
and the variance in the resulting metrics. All four metrics plateau in the first 20 time steps,
meaning that additional generations are unlikely to increase the range of possible AMACS
behavior. Figure 5.6 shows the relationship between the magnitude of hyperparameter values
used and the variance in the resulting metrics. These results are fairly noisy, but a second
degree trendline indicates that variance for most metrics peaks around a magnitude of 12 and
then continues to gradually decrease. This means that increasing the range of hyperparameter
values is unlikely to increase the range of possible AMACS behavior. These results suggest
that the experiment parameters explored here were well representative of broader AMACS
behavior, validating our experiment design decisions.
5.3

Detailed Hyperparameter-Metric Relationships

The parameter modulation experiments described in §5.1 reveal the range of possible AMACS
behaviors, but they also enable us to analyze the quantitative relationships between each
hyperparameter and each network-level metric. Understanding these relationships is helpful
for future AMACS designers hoping to induce specific behaviors from automated agents.
This information can also help OCOC administrators maximize the experiences of their
users, provided that AMACS trends hold for human communities as well. Trends found
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Figure 5.6: Average AMACS metric variance using different hyperparameter magnitudes.
The solid lines show second-degree trendlines for each metric, while the faded lines show
the specific data observed. Metric variance is measured as the standard deviation of metric
values over all network runs using a given average hyperparameter magnitude (we exclude
any average hyperparameter magnitudes represented fewer than 20 times to decrease noise).
Hyperparameter magnitude is the mean of the absolute values of the 11 hyperparameter
values used. One might expect variance to increase as hyperparameter magnitude increases,
but we find that metric variation is fairly stable across all hyperparameter magnitudes.
in AMACS are not guaranteed to exist in human communities, but at the very least they
indicate possibilities that warrant further investigation.
To analyze the effects of each hyperparameter, we find the Pearson correlation between
each hyperparameter and each network-level metric over all 5,784 network runs described
above. Results are shown in Figure 5.7.
The strongest correlation observed is between Popular Artifact (which represents how
often a website recommends artifacts because they are popular) and Attention Concentration.
This is unsurprising, as consistently recommending popular artifacts creates a positive feedback
loop that keeps the same artifacts perpetually at the center of attention. This relationship
matches the recommendation from Xu and Bailey [43] that OCOC administrators can spread
attention by increasing the personalization of user’s ‘Browse’ or ‘Explore’ pages, as opposed
to only recommending globally popular artifacts. New Artifact (which represents how often
a website recommends artifacts because they are new) shows a strong negative correlation
with Attention Concentration, indicating another possible way that OCOC platforms could
spread attention when increased personalization is not possible.
Perhaps the most surprising strong correlation is between Agent Taste (which represents
how personalized a website’s recommendations are) and Creator to Agent Ratio. AMACS
agents become creators when they are confident in their own tastes, so the most likely reason
for this correlation is that increased personalization leads to increased confidence, as agents
consistently find artifacts that reinforce their current tastes.
Out of the eleven hyperparameters tested, only one (Recommender Ranking, which
represents how willing a user is to accept the first artifacts recommended to them rather
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Figure 5.7: Pearson correlation between each hyperparameter and each network-level metric.
Darker colors indicate larger magnitudes, and * indicates statistically significant relationships
(α = 0.01).
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than spending time searching for a better match) showed no significant correlations with any
of the network-level metrics. Coincidentally, this is the hyperparameter that we believe is
hardest for an OCOC administrator to control.
The strongest indicator of a network’s Reciprocity is the Gratitude hyperparameter
(which represents how willing an agent is to review a peer’s work because that peer has given
positive reviews in the past). If OCOC administrators want to increase the reciprocity of
a network, they might consider adding features that encourage gratitude, such as notifying
users of generous actions and encouraging them to return the favor. For example, when a
Reddit user receives a new follower, they receive a notification saying “[USERNAME] just
followed you. Go check them out to learn more about them.” This type of call to action
encourages gratitude and, by extension, reciprocity.
For Clustering, the strongest indicator is the Mutual Contact hyperparameter (which
represents a user’s desire to view artifacts created by users with whom they share a mutual
contact). There are two ways an OCOC administrator might use this to increase Clustering.
The first is by explicitly calling out the existence of mutual contacts in the site’s UI. Facebook
does this by listing the number of mutual friends users have with each other, encouraging
users with many mutual friends to connect. The second, more subtle approach is to use
mutual contacts in determining which artifacts to recommend to a user on their “Browse” or
“Explore” pages, which many social media sites already do.
All of these trends were consistent between AMACS instantiations, indicating that
they are likely to hold for future instantiations as well. We measure the consistency of these
trends with the Fleiss Kappa metric. Fleiss Kappa is traditionally used to analyze interannotator agreement in data labelling tasks. To apply it in this situation, we pretend that each
network instantiation is an annotator recording the relationship between hyperparameters and
network-level metrics. We have each network ‘annotate’ whether each correlation is significant
and whether each is positive. The three networks achieve a Fleiss Kappa agreement score of
0.58 when determining significance of correlations, and 0.68 when determining the sign of
correlations. These agreements are considered “Moderate” and “Substantial” respectively [40].
Figure 5.8 shows the correlations between hyperparameters and network-level metrics for
each individual instantiation.
We look forward to future work that may validate the degree to which these trends hold
for human societies and discover other ways in which OCOC administrators can encourage
desired behaviors among their users, making a better experience for everyone.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: Pearson correlations between each hyperparameter and each metric observed
in each AMACS instantiation. Darker colors indicate larger magnitudes, and * indicates
statistically significant relationships (α = 0.01). Note the high level of agreement between
instantiations.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis we have bridged the gap between disparate approaches to understanding
human social creativity. We have drawn on research analyzing OCOCs — social media sites
where artists and creators share and evaluate artifacts such as paintings, short stories, or
songs. We have augmented this approach with a set of metrics that summarize key social
behaviors within these large communities. In this work we focused on Creator to Agent Ratio,
Reciprocity, Clustering, and Attention Concentration. We used these metrics to analyze and
compare three popular OCOCs: Skratch, FanFiction, and r/ArtCrit.
We also built upon research that has simulated the social interactions between creators
using autonomous agents. We have taken what we consider to be the best ideas from
several previous simulation paradigms and created AMACS, the Architecture for Multi-Agent
Creative Societies. AMACS is a generalized, task-agnostic architecture capable of simulating
the decisions, social interactions, and evolving tastes of agents within a network of creators.
Its Python implementation is available at https://github.com/bandrus5/amacs.
Our final contribution has been combining these approaches and validating our
simulations against human data. We have shown that by modulating the hyperparameters of
AMACS we can induce a broad range of network-level social behaviors, including many of
the behaviors we observed in human OCOCs.
6.1

Impact

The research presented here is relevant to two groups. The first group is those invested in the
social behavior of human creators, including psychologists, sociologists, creators themselves,
and, most directly, administrators of OCOC platforms. As stated by Saunders and Brown [36],
one of the goals of Computational Social Creativity is to produce tools that broaden our
understanding of human behavior. Without validation against human data, it is impossible
to create simulation tools that reliably model the behavior of humans. In this thesis we have
taken an initial step towards creating accurate modeling tools that reliably replicate human
behavior. Indeed, we have already indicated trends in AMACS that may have interesting
implications for OCOC platform administrators and the communities they oversee.
The second group served by this research is designers striving to recreate human
creativity in autonomous systems, including the Computational Creativity and broader AI
communities. AMACS as a modeling tool has many advantages in a research environment.
Most notably, it is task-agnostic and adaptable, allowing future researchers to conduct social
experiments in a common setting regardless of the specific social phenomena and creative
domain being studying. Additionally, the precedent of validating simulations against human
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data may open up new inspiration for how to better model human behavior in automated
social environments.
6.1.1

Ethical Impact

One might reasonably ask if it is wise to study the ways in which OCOC administrators can
induce desired behaviors in their users, as this might be interpreted as malicious manipulation.
We believe that studying the power of platform administrators in a public and academic
setting adds transparency and accountability to the larger discussion of ethical platform
administration. Design decisions affect users whether we understand their effects or not;
this line of research empowers administrators to be more deliberate and thoughtful with the
influence they already have.
It is our hope that educating users and administrators will help both parties make
decisions that are beneficial to everybody. For example, a greater understanding of attention
concentration could allow platform administrators to increase the quantity of feedback directed
at new users, increasing user retention and early engagement. It could also be used to promote
minority voices and underrepresented styles and opinions. Influencing reciprocity could help
platform administrators foster healthy peer-to-peer relationships. And understanding of the
causes and effects of clustering may help platform administrators respond to echo chambers
and cliques in a healthy way. From the user’s perspective, a greater understanding of social
mechanics can help them understand and determine their own engagement with various
OCOCs and get what they are looking for out of each.
6.2

Future Work

While AMACS is capable of modeling social behaviors between creators, it falls short of the
lofty definitions of automonous creativity discussed by Ritchie [35], Boden [3], Wiggins [41],
and Jennings [24]. We hope that future researchers will learn from or expand upon AMACS
as we collectively take steps towards true autonomous creativity.
Another long term goal of this line of research is the creation of automated agents
that can interact meaningfully with human creators in a hybrid human/automated network.
This may take the form of bots that act as cheerleaders, critics, or coaches for new users
who have not yet connected meaningfully with other human users but still want to engage in
social interaction. It could also eventually include automated users which produce original
works and feedback just like human users, enriching the entire community with new ideas
and perspectives.
In the shorter term, there are still many facets of human behavior we can model with
AMACS and similar tools. In this work we do not simulate collaborations between agents,
changing artifact spaces, trolls and other malicious actors, or agents who leave or invite
friends to the network. As mentioned in Chapter 4, we also barely scratch the surface of
possible feedback mechanics. These are all logical and exciting next steps to consider in the
domain of creative community simulation.
We also look forward to future anthropological research of OCOCs, including analysis
of individual and collective social behaviors and the influence of those behaviors on the
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creative process. We hope that simulation tools such as AMACS will play a role in improving
the experience of millions of OCOC users going forward.
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Appendix A
Data Sources for Title Evaluators
§4.3.2 describes four neural networks used to evaluate titles generated by automated
agents. This appendix makes a full accounting of the sources from which we scraped training
data for these neural networks.
The first batch of data, titles of Computer Science articles, was scraped from a
third party provider of arXiv1 articles called Daily arXiv2 . We scraped 16,001 article titles,
then filtered out titles which included tokens for which there was not a pretrained GloVe
embedding [33]. This left 11,883 article titles, which we randomly sampled from to generate
our various training datasets.
The second batch of data, titles of Humanities articles, was scraped from the following journals: American Literature; ariel: A Review of International English Literature;
Arizona Quarterly: A Journal of American Literature, Culture, and Theory; Bookbird: A
Journal of International Children’s Literature; Children’s Literature; Children’s Literature
Association Quarterly; College Literature; Comparative Literature; Contemporary Literature;
Early American Literature; English Literature in Transition, 1880-1920; ESQ: A Journal
of Nineteenth-Century American Literature and Culture; Journal of Modern Literature;
Philosophy and Literature; SEL Studies in English Literature; Twentieth Century Literature;
Victorians; and Western American Literature.
From these 18 journals we scraped 26,353 article titles, which we filtered down to
19,765 titles using the same criteria as was used for Computer Science articles. We randomly
sampled from these to generate our various training datasets.
The final batch of data, titles of Medical articles, was collected from the following
journals: The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition; Circulation: Genomic and Precision
Medicine; The Journal of the American Medical Association; Journal of Biological Chemistry;
Journal of Blood Medicine; Journal of Clinical Oncology; and The New England Journal of
Medicine.
1
2

https://arxiv.org/
https://dailyarxiv.com
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We collected a total of 268,453 medical article titles, which we filtered down to 102,013
using the same criteria as used for the other two categories. We randomly sampled from
these to generate our various training datasets.
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Appendix B
Detailed Single Parameter Modulation Results
This appendix contains more detailed results from the Single Parameter Modulation
(SPM) experiments described in §5.1. Figures B.1 - B.11 contain scatterplots showing
the relationship between each hyperparameter and metric experimented with. Results are
aggregated over all AMACS instantiations and split between VS (hyperparameter values
between -1 and 2) and VL (hyperparameter values between -20 and 40).

(a)

(b)

Figure B.1: Relationship between Agent Taste and all metrics when performing SPM over
VS (left) and VL (right).
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.2: Relationship between Creator Familiarity and all metrics when performing SPM
over VS (left) and VL (right).

(a)

(b)

Figure B.3: Relationship between Creator Favorability and all metrics when performing SPM
over VS (left) and VL (right).
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.4: Relationship between Gratitude and all metrics when performing SPM over VS
(left) and VL (right).

(a)

(b)

Figure B.5: Relationship between Mutual Contact and all metrics when performing SPM
over VS (left) and VL (right).
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.6: Relationship between Mutual Friend and all metrics when performing SPM over
VS (left) and VL (right).

(a)

(b)

Figure B.7: Relationship between New Artifact and all metrics when performing SPM over
VS (left) and VL (right).
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.8: Relationship between New Creator and all metrics when performing SPM over
VS (left) and VL (right).

(a)

(b)

Figure B.9: Relationship between Popular Artifact and all metrics when performing SPM
over VS (left) and VL (right).
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.10: Relationship between Popular Creator and all metrics when performing SPM
over VS (left) and VL (right).

(a)

(b)

Figure B.11: Relationship between Recommender Ranking and all metrics when performing
SPM over VS (left) and VL (right).
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